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Recently ho■ographic optical elements inc■ uding ho■ ographic lenses(HLs)come tO be

interesting and potentia■ ly useful in the optoelectronics. 1~5) HL8 are Very attractive

compared with co嗅 ャetttional lenges because they can be thin film structures of ■ightweight and be

easi■ y fabricatOd phOtochetnically.  One of the important app■ ications of them is an use for

optical players of ャideo 4nd audio diskg to make them simple and low― cost.  This requires NA

higher than O.4 of HLs but there seems to be ■o report on an accomplishment of such one.

li this Fe,OFt We Will describe in― ■ine HLs of NA up to O.55 which were successfu■ ly

fabriCat● d using opoこ iallソ  d● 8igned optics and processing recording ■laterials carefully.  The

reason Why we navё  not adopted off“ axlo HL3, but in-line ones, is that the latter have an

uniaxial symmettty tO be easily handled in practical optical systems.

We constructed r● cording opics schematically lllustrated in Fig。  1: the carefully aligned

off― ax18 HL, which was recorded fron the original objective lens previOusly, was reconstructed

by tho obliЧuelソ incidёnt ,lane wave to provide the spherical wave necessary for recording

in-line llLEぅ  did thO anotheF p■ ane wave ,888ed through this EL to intOrfere with the above wave

on the fOこ ording ttatoriall もoth wave3 'Cre 」uSt in-line.

Methソ leno-31● こ sengit12ed dichrOInated gelatins(6)were used for recording materia■ s at 647■ A

(ktt ■aoeF).  The Careful ,rocessings of the materiどls before and after recordings were demanded

and we ■mproved the publ15hed procedures(5‐
7) especially to suPpress the thickness Change of

gelatin fil■s as well a● to obtaitl the diffraction efficiencies enough for our purpose.

Fig. 2 shows fabricated in.■ ine HLs with the effective aperture of about 2 1111n diameter and

an original len31  The 鋼直dulation tlrangfer function (MTF) charaCterlstics were measured

to c,aluate tlLs and a typical Fe3ult fOr NA30.4 at 6328 A is shown in Fig。  3.  In―line HLs of NA

・ 0.55 were made with another lmproved lrecording optics and Were found to fOCus ■aser beams as

narrow as illuatrated i■  Fig。 4.  A measured MTF for NA■ 0.55 is a■ so shOm in Fig。  3.

Rellability of HLs i3 a13●  an important requirement fpr practical optical elements because

gelatin holo8ran3 are well knOm to be destroyOd under high humidityo  We sealded HLs with

carefu■ly processed 81ass plates, photocurable adhesives and epoxy resins.  Such sealded HLs were

found to be not affected even when they were kept at 70 C and 90 % R. H. fOr severa■  hours.
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We applied these ⅡLs to a disk― p■ayer with a l mW He― Ne ■aser and succeeded in playing back

video and audio signals from optical disks.  This application will be reported e■ sewhere in the

near future.
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Fig.2 Photograph of fabricated in-lLne HLs
(left) and an original- Lens (right)
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Fig。 3 Measured lrrF at 6328 A
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Fig。 4 Beam proflle focused by a HL of NA=o.55,
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